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I owe my life to the Savior-King. On the eve of my knighting, I reflect on the immeasurable 
debt that I owe him, that I must repay with my service—my life. It is the only way I can repay his 
generosity. My heart quivers at the merest thought of knighthood, to ever think that such an honor 
would be bestowed upon me, a ratty village waif. Pain washes away this night, and tomorrow the 
heat will vanquish the last of it. Under the heat of the King’s Sun I have been fired and cured to arise 
purified. When the Sun rises on the morrow I will become Edith, Knight of Paradise Everlasting. 

The sun shines bright upon my back in these coming days, the guiding rays of fortune light 
the path ahead.

To all those that journeyed alongside me in this arduous 

quest called “art”: Thank you for believing in me.



 “My sword flashes upon your will, for I am a ray of your brilliant light.”
 Edith finally uttered those words that she had recited so many times before a looking glass.
 As the Savior-King’s hand receded from hers, he said, “And another brilliant ray you shall be. Arise, 
Edith, Knight of Everlasting Paradise, and claim your blade.”
 Unfamiliar with the new weight of her plate armor, Edith stood from her kneeling position. Stricken by 
awe, her gaze fell to the King’s embellished cuirass instead of his eyes. The golden carved sun blazed through 
her with its dark, eternal gaze. She felt a fatherly hand upon her shoulder.
 “There can be no more fear, my pupil,” King Oswin whispered. “For you have already defeated it.”
 Edith looked into the face of the Lord of Prosperity, a man weathered by the cruelties of time. From his 
mountainous visage two blackened eyes met her gaze, unyielding. She does not recall reaching for the sword, 
but it lays swaddled in her arms. Victory hummed through her body as she unsheathed the blade. It shone 
with a blinding light as it sailed above her head. Edith gazed at herself in the flat of the sword, familiar yet 
unrecognizable. 
 

 
 “Thank you, my King.” 
 He looked beyond her, raising a guiding hand. “Now, for your baptism. Your true mark of knighthood.”
 Edith looked behind her, where she had walked down a crimson carpet earlier. Two strangers, two 
priests whom she had never seen before, awaited her just beyond the steps. Between them they burdened a 
large, gilded bowl, heavy with a dark substance.
 “Baptism? You did not tell me—”
 King Oswin’s mouth tightened, “I could not. Now, trust your King, Knight Edith.”
 She descended the stairs, a dryness creeping down her throat. Her eyes were locked on that hideous, 
gleaming liquid. She did not even look closely enough at the priests to see that they also had blackened eyes, 
like the King, as they told her to kneel and offer out her hands to accept the King’s Ichor. The ichor fell upon 
her face as she gazed straight up at that golden vessel. The priests were muttering—the ichor was staining 
her armor, her skin, blotting the carpet with darkness--eclipsing the sun emblazoned on her tunic.



 
 The Upper Echelon of Paradise Everlasting is everything I imagined it to be: Ornate tapestries, 
beautiful candelabras, and stained glass—transforming the halls into shattered rainbows. Among all 
this beauty, though, I am afraid. Everyone here, it seems, is afraid. Afraid of what, I do not know, but 
people here speak in hushed voices and I am pulled behind bookshelves to converse. The books I 
have attempted to read here speak of the Archaic Pantheon which is strange to me as it is, well, archa-
ic. The sages are said to have scattered in search of the Sibling Gods, and these books are practically 
all that remain of the religion. I know there is a much larger collection in the King’s private study, for I 
have glimpsed it through the door as I guard its entrance. I wonder what knowledge there is to be had 
within that room, what secrets of the world lie between those pages? If only the King would grant me 
entrance to his study, he rarely even allows the highest of priests to enter that room. Perhaps on my 
next night of guard duty I can inquire about it.

 
 The door was too dense to hear through, if she wanted to parse anything she’d have to risk opening 
it. Edith turned away from the door, returning to her post. To even doubt the authenticity of the King 
shamed her.
 “He has nothing to hide,” she affirmed to herself. 
 Silence permeated the Upper Echelon’s halls, as if each stone in the floor was holding its breath. In 
the small hours of the morning the silence awakened, hefting its weight through the corridors. Sleep was 
never on Edith’s mind whenever she was posted by the King’s private study. 
 Time stuttered to life again when there was a thunderous crash from the other side of the door. Edith 
rapped on the door--nothing. A yelp came next out of the quiet, a plea she could not decipher except for the 
voice of the speaker.
 “My King? Is everything alright?” 
 Quiet. 
 With white knuckles Edith gripped the door handle. “King, are you—”
 A sound like a growl echoed a thousand times emerged from the opposite side of the door. Edith 
clasped her hand over her mouth as the rumbling sound continued in some pattern of speech. With 
cautious horror, she softly turned the handle and pushed against the doorway into the library she was 
forbidden to enter.
 The cavernous chamber was as dark as the corridor, with only islands of torchlight to decorate the 
gloom. The darkness spoke in that echoing rumble, “I created your fortune, your harvests, your shining sun.”
 “Yes, yes! And I want it to stay that way, lord Stagnance! All I ask is that you give me time.”
At the edges of the torchlight were gleams of a familiar, oily luster that oozed downwards to a misshapen 
visage, dripping into thick pools around the King. 
 “You know more than anyone that I cannot keep your weather fair and your soil fertile without the 
energy of your subjects.” 
 “I can supply you with more from the outskirts—”
 Stagnance’s voice bubbled up from the depths of the ichor, “I tire of cattle, their flesh and blood is of 
a meager energy. I require someone with more willpower. Your new knight, she is brimming with delectable 
energy.”
 Edith froze behind a nearby column. The King spoke up:
 “No, not Edith, she is still too new. Perhaps another knight?”
 “Perhaps her destruction is best since she has become more curious.”

  



 Edith could no longer bear to listen to their 
exchange, her mind was thrumming with anxiety. 
 “I cannot allow—” King Oswin fell into a 
coughing fit. A black ichor was ejected from his mouth 
and spattered onto the carpet. Ichor was spilling from his 
black eyes as well.
  “You see, great King, your protest is useless when 
my body is a part of your own body.”
 The new ichor on the floor quivered and retracted 
back into the mouth of the King. His breath became 
strained and choked by the liquid as an egotistic 
expression crept across the face of the horrid being
 above him.



 Stagnance, the Dark Sibling, the One Banished Back to Chaos, now the creator of Paradise 
Everlasting–my home. All of humanity’s new fortunes are the work of our darkest legend. Every drop of 
gentle rain upon our fields, the year-round rays of our nourishing sun—
all borne of suffering and ichor.
 To wound and be wounded by my fellow brothers-in-arms is the lightest of my faults as their blood 
stains my tunic. Thankfully, I did not have to wound King Oswin in my escape from the temple grounds. 
 Another thing that I must record is the Threshold that I came upon as I reached beyond the 
outskirts of the city. It is invisible, an illusion that stretches to the horizon save for the veins of ichor that 
mark the edge. In the absence of the sun’s pleasantness there was all of nature’s turmoil: howling winds 
and stinging rain beating upon the long-defeated landscape. Only the stone of hills, caves, and mountains 
seem to be able to survive in this bleakness. I stepped out of my home into a world of eternal storm.

 I am nauseated to know that I drank of its—Stagnance’s—body. I remember as a young acolyte 
watching the King purge that ichor into gilded vessels. “Just an imbalance of the Humors,” he would tell 
me, “worry not, Edith.” 

 How could I have glazed over such pertinent horrors?
 

 “Release him, demon!” Edith brandished her sword.
 The oozing mass slithered all of its gazes in her direction hungrily. As an amorphous limb began to 
reach towards her, she slashed through it with her blade. 
 “Blades do not harm them! Flee,” the King cried out to her. 
 The limb that Edith had slashed clung to her weapon, beginning to crawl up towards her hands. The 
ichor suddenly hardened into sharp, shale-like points and pierced her forearms even through her armor. A 
courage found only through pain made her grip the blade with even more strength.
 As the Savior-King collapsed into sickness, Stagnance smiled maliciously. “Knight Edith attempted 
to bring harm to me! Put her to death,” the being barked in an uncanny mimic of the King’s voice. 
 Her eyes met with the dark being, who was still smiling its fanged grin. The gaze of Stagnance 
activated a new pain in Edith’s arm. It was like a hot poison, it was pins and needles sending horrible 
shocks down to her fingertips. When her fingers began to twitch as if on strings, that’s when she 
remembered that she had to run. 



 “The blood on my tunic is not my own—it is the blood of my brothers-in-arms.” Tears welled in 
Edith’s eyes. “They meant to end my life. I have no intention of returning to the temple. Look upon the 
source of my wounds and my fear:” 
 Edith thrust one of her arms forward to show how her armor had been shredded and stained black by 
Stagnance’s attack. Through the severed plate and fabric her cuts were blackened with black veins spidering 
out from them. “A twisted being marred my body. It mimicked the voice of the King as the King himself lay 
sickened with corruption!”
 The sage’s eyes widened at the sight of the wound, then his eyes met her own in a silent, terrified 
understanding. His breath clouded the air. “You saw them?”
 Edith could only nod as tears froze upon her cheeks. 
 The old man sighed heavily, dissipating the charged energy in his hands, “sit by the fire. Burn that 
glove, too.”
 Edith removed the stained glove and tossed it into the flames where it began to singe. She tore a strip 
of cloth from her tunic to wrap her wound when the sage stopped her. 
 “Do not touch that just yet, let me try something first.”
 He gently wrapped his hands around her forearm, focusing his verdant magic on the wounds. There 
was a sharp pain as the sage retracted his hands suddenly, suspending droplets of a familiar, inky substance 
between his palms. He quickly projected the ichor into the fire where it sputtered and burned. “That is all I 
can do, unfortunately.”
 “Venom,” Edith inquired as she wrapped her arm in cloth.
 “The ichor of the Dark Sibling is known to cause people to turn to madness. That sickness you saw 
within the King is the peak of its damage. We must act upon this as soon as we can.”
 Edith glanced at the other people in this bereaved group of survivors. No more than twelve were 
scattered in the alcove, one family with children and many lone travellers were among them. “What about 
them? I do not wish to be a burden upon these people.” 
 The old sage looked at the two sleeping children, shivering against their mother. “All of our solutions 
lie in one place: The Abode of Vibrance. Vibrance has always provided a sanctuary to humans, and their 
powers are effective against Stagnance.” 
 Edith blinked. “The Abode of Vibrance? How can you know this place even exists?”
 He smiled wryly. “Surely this is not outside of your belief now that you have witnessed Stagnance, the 
Dark Sibling?” 
 “I suppose,” she said sheepishly, “but I must admit that still does not convince me.”
 “I am a sage of the Archaic Pantheon. Although I have never made the pilgrimage myself, I have read 
many tales about the journey to the Abode of Vibrance.” He twisted his hands in swirling shapes above his 
head, summoning a green image of a lush mountain. With another motion he drew the image of a
 tuning fork. 

 “What brings a Knight of Paradise so far from their sacred temple?”
 Edith was soaked to the bone from the sleeting rain. Upon entering the firelit alcove she crumpled 
to her knees, grateful to be sheltered. She looked up at the speaker, an elderly man robed in green. 
 “Please,” she said, the cold air stinging her throat. “Please grant me some shelter until this storm 
passes.”
 The old man’s eyes gleamed a vibrant emerald as he suddenly jerked his hands forward with a 
matching green energy trailing from them. “We will not return to your unholy city. Begone!”
 Edith scrambled to her feet, unsheathing her sword ferociously. The rasp of the blade was 
accompanied by cries of fear. “I am not here to convert you! Spare me if only for a moment—”
 “While you point that blade at us? You knights are all fools,” growled the sage, “blinded by the light 
of your stolen sun.”
 Edith threw her sword upon the cavern floor, “Hear me: I have stolen nothing! The King–the King 
is in danger! I have narrowly escaped my home.”
 The sage was unmoved. “The King put himself in danger long ago, and he’s made you and 
your fellow cultists accessories to it. We will not be convinced to return to the city like livestock to be 
slaughtered.”



 
 “They mark the path with their symbol, the Tuning Fork, and after that we follow in the 
direction it points until the land blooms with the energy of the deity. That’s when we’ll witness 
the fertile mountainside of Vibrance’s home.”
 Edith furrowed her brow, “according to legend.” 
 The sage’s eyes were heavy with sadness, “I know, it seems foolish. My studies are all I 
have to go on, but we must endure. Surely, if one god exists on our mortal plane then another 
can as well. The storm will calm itself as dawn rises and we will be on our way.” 
 The image faded like an extinguished candle. Edith continued to stare at where it had 
been, fully overwhelmed by the path ahead of her.
 “I hope that you join us, young knight, for if one does not move forward I believe that 
they commit to defeat. Vibrance can heal you and guide you.”



 The old sage goes by the name of Burchard. He explained to me that the storms are the world’s 
way of attempting to balance itself while Stagnance has stolen the sun as per the wishes of King Os-
win. The vibrancy has faded from all of the earth except the large settlements of humanity. During our 
journey we heard no calls of birds, hardly any trills of insects. All there is to eat are the surviving plants 
in this vacant, neglected landscape.
 Burchard won’t talk about the day that the sun was thieved, despite my politest attempts. All he 
tells me is that he and the King were naive.
 I find that the farther I walk from Paradise Everlasting, the heavier my chest feels. My feet, as 
well, feel more difficult to lift from the ground. Each evening we make camp, I am more fatigued from 
this strangeness. Bruchard tells me that this is the work of Stagnance’s poison in my body as it begins 
to drain me of my energy. If this is only the beginning, then I am afraid to imagine what will come next.

 Today, we came upon that fabled tuning fork, the one that points to the Abode of Vibrance. 
Someone pointed out a rushing stream, and as we followed it there were veins of green foliage. 
Burchard smiled, finally, and said “there is our tuning fork.” He traced a loose shape of green veins 
across the landscape--indeed in that very shape—with the stream flowing through the center and into 
the beyond. 

 Green—how Edith had missed the color green, the smell of grass, the rush of water.  The foothills 
unfolded into magnificent forests of green and gold where the roots of trees were so ancient that they 
crossed over one another. Once again the travellers could hear the songs of birds in the intricate, twisting 
canopy above them. The stream widened as they reached the mountain, flowing from an opening in the 
mountain rock where a clearing revealed itself to them. 
 The sage Burchard, her guide and now friend, noticed Edith taking in the majesty of the Abode of 
Vibrance. “We can finally breathe,” he said with tears in his eyes.
 Even the perpetual heaviness in Edith’s chest seemed to subside in this idyllic place. She was unsure 
how much time she had spent wandering the mountainside clearing, admiring the waterfall splashing into 
the pond and all the colors of the leaves. She was only aware of time again when a breeze ruffled her hair.
“Edith,”
 She became alert, suddenly wary of an unseen force. Another more aggressive gust assailed her with 
leaves, “You bring ill tidings to my home. You carry evil within you.”
 “We are only seeking aid,” Edith said as she looked up into the canopy. 
 The roots began to shift underneath Edith’s feet, one sharply coiled around each of her legs as the 
rest uprooted themselves from the soil. With fierce instinct, she let her sword ring clear as it found purchase 
in one of the massive roots. As she used her strength to free her sword for another swing, she stopped. 
She was no longer on the ground, but had been lifted into the air on this tangle of roots. Looking up, Edith 
found the towering face of a beetle-like creature whose head was topped with yet another tuning fork. 
Beneath the shining carapace were blushing, warm lips that spoke with the powerful grace of the wind:
 “That is true, Knight Edith, yet you also bring darkness.”
 She looked down at the body of Vibrance. An insectoid torso leaned against the stone of the 
mountain with wings peeking out from behind protective plates. Their great, mantis-like legs were 
compromised with the left two being completely blackened with familiar black veins creeping up the crest of 
the hip.
 “Your—your legs,” was all Edith could say dumbly in the presence of such majesty.
 Vibrance did not break their steady gaze. “‘The Crippled Twin’, they call me. You know the nature of 
this wound, don’t you, for you carry it as well.”
 Edith was silent for a moment. “Stagnance.”
 “My darker twin, yes, and you have brought a piece of them into my own home.” 
 “Have mercy, I did not come to bring you harm. I came to you to be rid of this evil.”
 Vibrance was quiet, studying some quality of Edith that she herself could not perceive. 
 “Please, you must understand this suffering. I need to end it!”
 “I understand all too well, Knight Edith, but I cannot purge this poison.” The wind became colder 
with their deep sadness. “At my strongest, all I can do is keep Stagnance’s corruption at bay. You see, even 
with the help of my dearest siblings, the wounds that my twin inflicted upon me will never truly heal.”
  



 As Edith began to become comfortable in the hand of Vibrance, 
the digitus roots unraveled themselves from her legs. “What can be 
done?”
 “Seek out the Mind Twins—Conscious and Unconscious—in 
their labyrinth of caves. They were able to help me, perhaps they will be 
willing to help a human. They are a fickle set, but their curiosity may be 
piqued by a human who has made shelter in my home.” Vibrance smiled 
with a sort of motherly amusement as they spoke of these Mind Twins.
 “What will happen when I leave? I am afraid that I cannot hold 
out against this corruption for much longer,” Edith began to feel doubt 
crawl through her limbs as she reflected on the dark whispers she could 
hear in her sleep. 
 Vibrance brought their face closer to Edith. “I feel all of your 
suffering as clearly as I see your face. You must remember every vibration 
of your heart in these darkened moments. Every movement of wind 
and water, the natural energy in all things. Stagnance revels only in the 
absence of that energy. Remember me—remember that sacred energy—
and you will endure.”



 I have begun my journey to the home of the fabled Mind Twins under the guidance of Burchard, 
whom I left in the Abode of Vibrance. It’s where he wanted to stay, and I have no intention of putting him in 
danger. According to what he’s told me it’s a deadly labyrinth. In the stories, everyone sees a different horror 
before they turn mad. 
 The entrance to the caves of the Mind Twins was more mundane than I imagined, perhaps that’s 
why so many have passed over it. It was simply behind a waterfall on a deep, deathly cold lake. The caves 
themselves are strangely circular like the inside of a throat, which I find discomforting. However, no traps--
yet. I keep hearing a voice, though, I can’t tell if I’ve already gone mad or not.

 My body has begun to fail me as the ichor’s influence becomes more intense. More than a few times I 
have coughed up ichor, and my breathing is always ragged.
Time is irrelevant here, I’ve found, and sleep only summons Stagnance into my dreams. They say that 
demons lie deep in these caverns...that the tunnels never lead anywhere. Surely I cannot trust their words, 
can I?
I’m unsure how much time has passed. Torchlight is now blinding, writing is difficult. Shall I become a horrid 
cave creature myself?

 Remember to feel your heartbeat. Heartbeat. Energy. Water. Water. I have to find water like Vibrance 
and Bruchard said.
 You can’t even hear the sound of wind down here. There is no water here.
 I can hear the sound of water rushing, but I cannot find it—it’s always around the corner but then it 
isn’t, it is then it simply is not. I can hardly think, hardly hear—Stagnance is always in my head! 
 Water! A little stream—I could practically lick the cave floor at the joy of my discovery! Where does it 
lead to—deeper and deeper—

 Edith broke the surface of the dark water, her body numb from its biting cold. She could hardly feel her 
eyes, much less her fingertips, as she pulled herself onto the floor of the hidden cave. A second lake—that’s 
what she misunderstood—a secret within a secret. There was a strange light at the bottom of the pool that 
shone brighter as she swam through the tunnel at its base. Now, the lights were more blinding than the 
brightest day of summer. Sapphire blues and sunset oranges pulsed throughout the chamber, dancing on the 
other shallow pools of water. Between flashes of light Edith saw what she swore was a great eye as large as 
her torso, gaping at her. Then, all the lights went out at once, thrusting her into darkness. 
 “Who goes there,” Edith demanded as she let her sword roar from its sheath. “Show yourself!”
 There was silence for a length of time. Unsure of what to do, Edith could only stand in the pitch dark 
and wait.
 Then, almost politely, the lights blared to life, revealing the Mind Twins. Staring through her from 
the other side of the large chamber were not one, but two, imposing eyes. One had a gaze steadier than a 
mountain while the other was always roving, dissecting. Each eye had a mouth, and the chaotic eye spoke 
first:
 “Sword, sword,” it shrilled. “No, now that’s uncalled for! Shame on you for disrespecting the Mind 
Twins!”
 The steady eye continued to gaze. “You are corrupted.”
 “I—” Edith stuttered. She firmly held her weapon, “I am sorry—please—”
 “Ignore the ego of my twin. I sense Stagnance in your mind.” The eye blinked for the first time. “Is that 
why you have come?”
 “Yes, Vibrance guided me here.” Edith could not stand to meet either of the eyes’ gazes.
 “Vibrance,” the erratic eye cackled. “You lie, lie!”
 “Quiet, Unconscious,” the calm eye said sternly. Before Edith could respond, a fleshy-ended tendril 
assaulted her face and entered her mind through her skull. Every memory of the past month raced through 
her mind at an alarming speed. Suddenly, she could see the enormous mass of Stagnance hissing in pain as 
if pierced by an attack. Then it was over and she was upon the rocks of the cave floor again, her sword in a 
puddle near her feet. Her head screamed with pain as the shrieks of Stagnance continued to ring in her skull.
 “Ah, she does not lie, then! She may be foolish, but to fight the Dark Sibling for such a prolonged 
period is impressive indeed,” said Unconscious. 
 “Sometimes a fool can find the knowledge that a wise man would overlook,” Conscious muttered 
without breaking their gaze with Edith. “I trust Vibrance, and so I will deign to trust you. Come.”  
 Edith could barely stand, yet she summoned enough strength to rise. “Please, I must right this wrong.” 
She looked into their eyes.



 “We shall see,” both Twins said as all of the lights in their body flared up. Then, they pulled Edith 
apart in equal halves. There was no pain as she stared at the other half of her body a few feet away. 
Wondrous strands of color were woven between her body, seemingly infinite in their twisting.
 All of Edith’s senses were jumbled as she saw Vibrance in her ears and could taste the sound of 
Stagnance’s many voices. These senses overwhelmed her: seeing her late parents, smelling the fields of 
crops and hearing the sound of wind turn to screams. Heat, cold, heat of the stolen sun, cold of the rain, 
the color of the sky every day and night. Tasting the ichor in her mouth, feeling it crawl all over her skin and 
under her nails and up her nose—

 “It is removed,” Conscious stated as both Twins stared at the wriggling ichor trapped in their grasp.
 “Perish, Stagnance,” Unconscious shrieked as they clamped their teeth upon the ichor.  The vile 
substance then dissipated from between Unconscious’ teeth.
 “She will forever have a trace of Stagnance in her,” Conscious stared at Edith’s peacefully sleeping 
body. “But, perhaps that is an advantage against our evil sibling.”
 “Come, twin, we should bring this one to the surface. I can see why Vibrance likes her. I can’t wait to 
see what change this knight will bring!” Unconscious grinned.
 Conscious slowly grinned back as the both of them gathered Edith up gently. “I agree, for once. I 
must say that I am curious what will come next for Edith.”



 I awoke to the sound of rushing water, thrusting my hands into the lake’s edge to ease my 
thirst. Across the lake was a familiar waterfall, the edges misting into the mouth of a cave. After 
bringing as much water to my cracked lips as I could I remembered: The Mind Twins, the ichor. I put 
my palm to my chest suddenly, feeling a clearness of breath that I had not felt in many weeks. There 
was a strange feeling as well, a feeling of finally being alone in myself. The presence of Stagnance 
within me was now absent. Now I cannot help but wonder how much they watched me, how much 
they saw while my body was their host. 
 Perhaps now is the time to return to my home city. Conquering the influence of Stagnance 
has brought with it a passionate vigor of zeal and vengeance. King Oswin must see that his mind 
is clouded by a dubious will that is not his own. The King I know is somewhere among the ichor. 
Perhaps he has not drowned in it yet. I must try, that much I owe him for his guidance, his shelter, 
his care for my livelihood. 
 
 As I make my journey home, remembering where the sunrise should be as my guide, I 
cannot help but feel deeply unsettled. The harshness, the bleakness I have previously encountered 
is as unpleasant as it was before. Storms and winds can be weathered, but emptiness eats at one’s 
willpower. Vacant and absent are the words that come to mind. The world is truly without a part of 
itself. I was wrong to doubt Bruchard’s tale of the “stolen sun”, but was that truly the decision of the 
King?

 Edith paused in her weary gait, experiencing a strange rumbling from the earth. Soaked to the bone 
from the frequent storms, she dreaded another natural phenomenon. Until, that is, she heard a commanding 
shout on the wind:
 “Leave the dead, we still have a distance to march before camp!”
 The familiar call of a Knight-lord sent Edith into a panic as she crouched down behind a nearby tree 
stump. A rank in Paradise Everlasting above her own, the Knight-lord commands an entire unit of soldiers 
and knights. For a moment she thought she had misheard out of a deep-seated fear, but then the Knight-
lord could be heard punishing the stragglers of his unit.
 “On your feet! The Savior-King demands haste in our march.”
  Edith peeked from behind the petrified stump, and crawled towards the sounds of the marching 
soldiers. There was a short ridge that overlooked the ruins of a farming village, giving her a vantage point to 
gaze down upon the last few units of people rushing towards a larger mass on the horizon.
Edith spoke to herself in panicked whispers, “King Oswin is here, outside of the city?” 
She waited for the soldiers of Paradise Everlasting to be out of her field of vision before descending the 
hillside into the remains of the village. 
 “Why are they here?” The question thrummed endlessly in her mind. 
 Leaving the city was always discouraged among both the townsfolk and the followers of the temple 
of Paradise Everlasting. The only people who were ever heard of leaving into the “Bleaklands”, as the outside 
world was called, were Knight-lords and the Savior-King on very rare occasions. It would be an unsettling 
task, but Edith thought that perhaps some answers to her questions could be found among whatever the 
army had left behind. The ground was trampled to muck with lines of boot-prints leading out of the village 
in rows of eight to ten sets. Although this would not be a massive force of soldiers after rough calculation 
their presence so far from the city is troubling. She turned in the opposite direction to find the remains of a 
rough camp setup. Ashes and burnt timber and soiled tent flaps and stakes unfit to continue their journey. 
 Dampened scents of humanity hung heavy in the air as Edith gazed upon some shallow graves that 
were rushed in their construction. Upon approaching them she found that the rain had already washed 
away some of the muck to reveal frozen hands and parts of dead faces. 
 “Such a pity that these soldiers did not have their proper burial,” a deep, lulling voice said softly.
 Looking sharply to her left, Edith laid her eyes upon a bizarre sight: A tall figure robed in a heavy, 
ultramarine cloak with sleeves that dragged in the mud. Although their human hands were folded neatly at 
their front, it was the only part of them that was recognizable as such. The robe cascaded down towards 
the ground and morphed into serpent’s scales, where it continued in a thick coil resembling starlight. As 
Edith looked up at the being’s face, she found fractured reflections of herself in the crystalline head of this 
strange being. 
 “Yes,” she said with awe, “it is saddening.” She continued to gaze quizzically at the creature as it 
began to slither towards the end of the line of graves.



 As the creature slithered away from her side, she saw that their “tail” 
ended in a serpent’s head that twisted around to bite its own body. When 
they reached the leftmost grave, they swept a long left arm high to sweep the 
midnight robe open. Inside was no body, but rather a swirl of fabric that created 
a portal into a bejeweled, shifting darkness. Edith took a step back in shock as 
the translucent figure of a soldier rose from the mud, stared into the creature’s 
crystal head, and walked calmly into the strange portal. 
 She didn’t realize that she was holding her breath in reverence until the 
creature lowered their arm again. “What are you? Where did that soldier go?”
 The lulling voice buzzed between her ears once again. “In your language, 
I am called Death. Our late friend Harvon just passed on into Chaos. Worry not, 
for he is at peace.”
 “How did he die?”
 “Starvation, yet a strange plague assailed him as well, the nature of which 
I have not seen for a long time.” 



 Edith felt her chest clench. “And what sort of nature would that be?” 
 “Blackened veins and eyes, thoughts and steps that are not one’s own, excretion of a vile black 
liquid. You know this disease, yet it had not reached such a troubling state in you.”
 “Did they all die this way?”
 “In varying degrees, unfortunately. It seems that Stagnance is making an aggressive move.”
 Edith bristled at the cynical tone of Death. “What is that supposed to mean? Isn’t there anything 
you can do?”
 Death began to move down the line of graves and shepherd the other soldiers into Chaos. “I 
cannot, Edith, for I exist between dimensions of the physical and the non-physical.”
 “I don’t understand, surely with all your power you can do something.”
 “No, but you can with a certain tool. There is a weapon that can cut our divine skin called 
Archaisbane. Seek my sibling, Birth, for they are the one who carries it.” 
 “How will I find this sibling of yours?”
 “You must bury a once-living creature so that it may be birthed anew. Its death and rebirth must 
both be your acts. And, I would advise haste in your journey, for I’m afraid that you already know where 
that army is going.”
 Edith shook her head, “I haven’t a clue–” and then she remembered what Bruchard said, what 
Vibrance said: That Stagnance can see through the eyes of a host. 
 “The Abode of Vibrance.”

 It has been a day’s cycle since communing with Death, which is difficult to comprehend on its 
own without the impending anxiety of Stagnance’s forces. Is it my fault, have I put Vibrance in danger? 
In trying to bring peace I feel that I have only ensured further destruction, but had I died at the Temple 
what would’ve become of the world then? A dangerous spiral of thoughts constricts my mind, my 
lungs; it almost feels as though Stagnance has gripped me again. I cannot allow myself to dwell on my 
morality, there is no time for it. With great nausea I distract myself with the words of Death: 
“You must bury a once-living creature so that it may be birthed anew. Its death and rebirth must both be 
your acts.”
 To find a living creature at all is difficult in such a ruined landscape. I have found the tracks of 
small rodents, but they have yet to show themselves. Inspecting the landscape more thoroughly I find 
the remains of decomposed animals who could not sustain on such little life. From the crevices of ashen 
rock and bone come mosses and fungus, some tinted red from their blood-drinking.
 As the sky darkens this evening I have been able to catch a scrawny, dirt-caked rabbit. I am no 
stranger to hunting, but it feels particularly unpleasant to end this creature’s life this time. I left it in 
an open grave with its innards exposed, I’m not sure what else to do with this ritual except wait. This 
matter of rebirth has me confused. To leave it in the elements would allow for the earth to absorb it, 
however I’m unsure if that constitutes “rebirth.”  Now it seems I can only wait.





 Edith lost track of how long she had been waiting, staring at the decomposing carcass. She 
wasn’t even sure what to expect now that she had followed the words of Death. Would Birth just 
“appear?” She began to doubt if she had done this ritual right at all, or if Death had played her for a fool. 
She paced back and forth a few feet from the maggot-eaten rabbit, her mind rampant with doubt.
 “What if Birth doesn’t even have this ‘Archaisbane’ weapon? Time wanes for Vibrance and I wait 
here pacing like a house cat,” Edith mumbled to herself. “I exposed Vibrance in the first place…”
 Defeated, she finally sat back down and agitated the weak flame that she had built out of dried 
timber. Edith began to count the maggots, counting the bones instead when that proved to be futile. 
Time continued to crawl as she drifted into a hazey sleep.
 Edith was stirred by a quaking beneath her feet. Attempting to stand, she was forced back to the 
ground as a horrible crack erupted from the rabbit carcass and split the earth. There was then a spike 
of heat from the earth, a boiling of blood and viscosity as a figure began to emerge. Its head crowned 
through a casing of viscous and dirt, splitting it like a skin. Edith could not bear to look any longer, 
holding her hand over her mouth as a wave of nausea rose quickly. A pink, slimy, humanoid body 
pushed itself from the fissure, shouting in pain. What followed was a large, fleshy body with fused legs 
followed by lumps of unformed limbs. Blood soaked the earth as the creature pushed itself onto its four 
humanoid legs, dripping with thick bodily fluids. As Edith rose her head from retching the being looked 
down at her with one, multi-pupiled eye. 
 “You…You summoned me for the sword,” they said with a rasping voice. 
 Edith rose slowly to her knees, “yes, Death told me that you would have it. I need it–”
 “You know nothing of this weapon,” Birth began to slowly pace around Edith like a predator 
studying its prey. “Archaisbane is not meant to be in the hands of a mortal. Only we of the Pantheon are 
meant to lay digits upon it, so it has been returned to Chaos.”
 Edith noticed the familiar wisps of pitch seeping from the center of the creature’s torso, “There 
must be some way to retrieve it.”
 “That there is, but Chaos is for no being. To enter would be your unmaking.”
 Edith stood, raising her voice, “then unmade I will be! I would rather perish in pursuit of balance 
than waste away idly! The world cannot continue to be this way.”
 “No, but for you–a mere mortal–to take the world’s fate into your hands is folly. Stagnance will 
fall again in time.”
 “Time is short now, even for you! Vibrance is in danger,” Edith began to shake with fury.
 “You cannot wield it–” 
 Edith felt that she had no other choice. She began to charge at Birth, unsheathing her blade. 
The creature reared, thrashing their legs towards her. She cut savagely at the creature’s flesh, pushing 
towards the torso.

 The endless dark of Chaos was lit only by star-like lights on all sides. I found that my fingers 
only passed through them without resistance or even a temperature to assure me that it was tangible. 
Walking provided neither sound nor texture as I stumbled through the thickened air like a child. All 
around was nothing, and then I heard Birth’s scratching voice within my skull:
 “The first mortal to enter Chaos and retain their form. You have been touched by my sibling 
Stagnance whose residue recognizes Chaos as its former prison. Still, it will only slow your pain.”
 I replied: “What can you mean by this?”
 Birth explained: “Time is short, Edith. We shall see if you are indeed capable of wielding 
Archaisbane.” 
 Silence then returned, save for a thrumming heartbeat. It was the only sound to follow in this 
darkened space. 

 Through the monstrous screeching Edith slashed the arms of Birth as they grabbed at her, but the 
hands continued to grip her shoulders. With a wince, Edith hacked at the fingers upon her armor until 
they began to fall back to the earth. The fingers were already beginning to sprout back out of the bloody 
stumps. Birth’s voice pierced her skeleton as she pulled the loose skin of the torso apart. Beneath the open 
flesh and muscle was that familiar, gleaming void: Chaos.
 “Fool! Go to die then,” Birth screamed as Edith plunged herself into nothingness.



 After some time I began to feel as if I were somehow smaller. Upon looking at my hands I saw that 
they had shrunk and softened, my hair became bright again as it once was in my childhood. My heart, 
physically smaller, began to quicken its pace. Thrumming continued to pulse through the space, louder, 
as I began to run. I could not have run far before I tripped over my child feet, even smaller now as my legs 
became less capable. Unfathomable, familiar fear began to boil within me, the same that was during that 
famine of my childhood home. Irrational tears welled in my eyes. To be powerless, helpless, weak; I hate it. 
I’ve always hated it.
 I did not realize how thunderous the heartbeat had become as it shook my tiny skeleton, and 
through tears of hate I stared up in bewilderment at the seat of Archaisbane: a pulsing lattice-work 
structure of tendons and muscle. I pushed through the many layers of weaving flesh, fighting my now-
clumsy limbs to obey my thoughts, until I came upon the innermost layer. The blade was impossibly tall, 
soaring into the dark with no sight of the hilt. I attempted to stand many times, all which failed as my 
form became more fetal. My vision began to fail as I crawled out to the twin blade of Archaisbane. It was 
so sharp that even my slight touch drew blood from my pinkened, newborn skin. My blood, speckled 
with the black ichor, crawled up the blade as if it had a mind all of its own. This is all I can recall before my 
senses vanished completely.

 Edith found herself buried beneath the earth. With the soil clogging her senses she clawed out with 
a panicked tenacity, choking on the soft dirt. Her fingers felt the pleasant, drizzling rain as they broke the 
topsoil allowing the hazy light of the world to be seen once more. Heaving and sobbing she pulled herself 
up from the ground, caked in earthen blood. In desperate relief she felt her own familiar face, her darkened 
hair, her hands rough with swordplay. Without the sword in her grasp, however, Edith felt failure petrify her 
body as she hugged her arms around her ruined tunic and curled over herself. She let the rain wash over her 
for a moment, remembering how her mother used to tell her that she was born on a rainy day, how Edith’s 
birth washed away her old life.
 Tink-tintin-tink; the soft music of rain upon metal. Edith had expected it to be her own armor, but 
she looked up to see another object pierce the gloom. Archaisbane, leaning gracefully on a boulder just 
ahead of her. She walked to the split zweihander, the weapon as tall as she was. Then, with a victorious 
howl she did not know she possessed, she grasped the hilt with both hands and swung it up in an arc. 
Perfectly balanced, it sang with a ringing vibration as the air ran between the two blades. The elegant 
engravings along the blade had a dull, reddish gleam: her own blood, bound to the sword. She left her 
loyal one-handed sword plunged into the grave she had just crawled out of, and attached Archaisbane 
to her back. If she was going to reach the Abode of Vibrance in time, she’d have to travel swiftly. New 
purpose surged through her as she embarked.
 With haste and some amount of stealth, Edith was able to find the path back up to the Abode of 
Vibrance around the mass that was Stagnance’s approaching forces. They had learned the location of the 
mountain itself, but not yet the correct paths that could be taken to scale the mountain with ease. The 
plant life was more wild and thorny than Edith’s previous expedition, perhaps Vibrance was growing it to 
slow the advance of the soldiers. As Edith reached the clearing, she discovered that a rough barricade had 
been constructed among high walls of brambled plants. 
A watchman looked up as she approached the log-hewn wall, “Edith? Can it really be you?” It was Danis, a 
young man who was a part of the small group she had traveled to the Abode with.
  “Indeed, Danis, I have returned. I need to speak with Bruchard, quickly. Can you lead me to him?”
 Danis nodded, “He’s just yonder beyond the pond, working his magics. It is wonderful to see you 
back, everyone was horribly worried for you.”
 She thanked him, suddenly feeling some guilt for causing such worry. Walking about the edge of 
the pond she tried to calculate how long she had been abroad, but to no avail. It was comforting however 
to see the fauna of the pong being as joyously active as before, since it had felt so long since she saw the 
natural world thriving. Nearing the other side, Edith spied Bruchard pouring over a tome, crafting emerald 
images of strategy above him. She did not need to announce herself, for Bruchard turned round when she 
approached him.



 “You finally return! This is indeed a relief,” he said as he stood quickly. He grasped her hand with his 
in a gesture of gratitude. “We were afraid for a moment that you had perished,” he then quickly moved on: 
“What have you learned in your time abroad? What is that weapon upon your back?”
 “Archaisbane,” Edith said as she stepped back to pull the large blade free from its sheath. It rang with 
gorgeous harmony as she presented it to Bruchard.
 Bruchard clasped his chest in awe, “it cannot be so. The weapon is only a rumor–a fool’s myth.”
 “It was hidden away, obscured in Chaos. I entered the portal through Birth, despite their 
objections.” Edith felt a twinge of shame as she voiced this.
 Bruchard’s eyes went wide. “This is not like stealing an apple from the market, Edith! You entered 
Chaos against the will of Birth and usurped the weapon.”
 “We need this weapon! It is the only way we can even have a sliver of hope against such a dark 
enemy.” There was silence, then she looked down, “I did what I had to.”
 “Perhaps, but this is bound to you by blood,” he sighed deeply. “I fear the consequences of such 
actions. You must know that the Pantheon will take something away from you–from your body, your 
mind–”
 “Then they may impress their punishment upon me–after we vanquish Stagnance.”

 About a fortnight had passed since Edith and Bruchard’s exchange about Archaisbane. Thoughts 
of the potential consequences weighed heavy on her mind, and even the nature of the sword was still 
mostly unknown to her. Vibrance explained to her that the frequency that the blade “sings” at breaks 
apart the flesh of the members of the Pantheon. In this exchange, they too expressed a warning:
 “Be wary of Archaisbane, Knight Edith. We put pieces of ourselves into that blade you carry. It 
remembers everything that we do. You must understand now that you are a part of it, too, and that 
cannot be undone. Your bravery is always admirable, but one must pay a toll for the use of this power.”
 During the week or so that had passed, many preparations had been made in defense against the 
oncoming invaders. Vibrance made the plants grow sharp and venomous, making their roots split rocks 
of the mountain so that they may fall upon the forces below in a rockslide. Bruchard set magical traps of 
a green, choking smoke, and had prepared a protection incantation. Edith spent much of that time alone 
with Archaisbane, testing its might upon trees, boulders and the like. The long blade was able to carve 
through stone, its “song” breaking the large rocks into pebbles at her feet. Solid wood was much easier 
to slice, like cutting a simple vegetable with a kitchen knife. Despite the sword’s casual ability to destroy, 
Edith felt deeply, utterly drained after each session she spent practicing. 
 Bruchard called out to her suddenly: “Edith, the traps have been sprung! Now is the time.”
 At the front, human-sized plant creatures of Vibrance’s making among their own forces, aiding in 
the battle. Stagnance’s forces stood out immediately, bearing the symbol that had since faded on Edith’s 
tunic: The Sun of Everlasting Paradise. One screamed out at her like a starving beast,
 charging with a halberd.

  Eyes wide, she bore witness to Stagnance’s full possession of a host as the black-veined soldier spit 
ichor out of the orifices of his head. She quickly sidestepped the savage charge, the air frozen in her lungs.
 Bruchard, close behind her, spied her horror, “Look only for Oswin, Edith! Remember that we only 
need toil with him.” 
 The soldier whipped his head around to look back at them with a dripping sneer, “Whatever do you 
mean? I’m right here!” It was a familiar voice, guttural and echoed and thick with malice: Stagnance them-
self.
 An arm of ichor burst from the soldier’s mouth, popping his jaw out of place as it stretched out 
towards her with terrible speed. 
 Bruchard stepped in its way as a shield-like, circular pulse came from his palm, “Go, I’ll catch up!”
 Edith ran, directionless, unsure how to find Oswin in such a chaotic labyrinth. She scrambled up the 
rocks, trying to get a vantage point over the steep battlefield. Bodies crushed by rocks, gore, the screams 
of the wounded, puddles of ichor–all that, and no sign of Oswin.



  Edith was sure that he survived the rockslide and maneuvered his way through the battle, a 
veteran warrior like him is not intimidated by this. Bruchard had not come this way yet either, a worry 
that began to trouble her more with each second. She knew this about Oswin: He is direct, always 
seeking out the individual with the most influence over the battle. With that thought she scurried back 
up towards the pond, hoping that she was not too late to help Vibrance. The sounds of conflict faded 
as she returned to the serenity of the Abode. However, the sounds of birds, even the wind, were now 
absent. Edith took each step as if she were walking on glass, Archaisbane drawn.
 “Edith,” a clear, fierce voice called out. “I did not train you to fight from the shadows. Reveal 
yourself.”
 She stepped out of the bramble into the clearing, sword pointed forward. Behind King Oswin, 
she could make out the sight of Bruchard leaning against a tree trunk doubled over and clutching his 
side.
 “No words for the one who raised you,” Oswin asked calmly.
 “You are no longer yourself.” Her voice was shaking.
 “No,” he laughed. “I am more, I am the savior of our people. Under my wing we will never know 
famine or disease again.” Ichor bubbled from his left eye and dripped down his craggy face.
 “You say that yet you leave the rest of the world to rot. You lied.”
 “Perhaps, but I could not have created our bountiful climate without the help of my friend 
Bruchard here.” He swept his arm behind him, looking between the two of them. “You didn’t tell her, did 
you?”
 Bruchard looked up at Edith weakly, “We were fools to bend the natural world to our will. This 
must end.”
 There was a crackle of green light as Bruchard sent a blast of spellcraft towards Oswin. 
In bewilderment Edith rushed forward, but was still hesitant to strike the King. Oswin held his 
greathammer aloft to derail the bulk of the spell, but his limbs shuddered as some wayward energy 
struck him. He howled out in pain, but the noise turned sour as his voice sputtered and bubbled. 
 Then there was a guttural growl of disgust, “My sibling Vibrance always had the most 
troublesome disciples.” The golden hammer crashed down upon Bruchard with a sickening crunch.
 A possessed Oswin turned slowly to face Edith as Bruchard issued unending screams. He began 
to approach, his footsteps squelching heavily with ichor. He bounded forward with a burst of speed, 
swinging the hammer for her knees. She stepped quickly back and into the direction of the swing, 
Archaisbane swinging forth for Oswin’s arm. It found purchase beneath the paldron, letting out a great 
ringing sound that sent Oswin’s flesh and blood outwards in a bizarre web of black slime. Edith could 
see that the body of the King was no longer his own as the broken ichor tried to reach for itself from 
the wound. 
 Over Bruchard’s cries, Stagnance said with the King’s lips, sneering: “I know you won’t kill the 
man who taught you everything you know.” They laughed as they raised the hammer high.
 Vines of magic wrapped around the hammer, attempting to disarm Oswin. Bruchard shouted 
through gasps of blood and tears, “Oswin is gone, Edith. Forgive me, I should have said earlier–”
 

 The puppet of Stagnance growled savagely, letting go of the hammer completely and thrusting 
out both arms, which fractured at the elbows and shot at Bruchard with a fountain of solid ichor.
 Stagnance’s declaration of death shattered the water’s surface as the extended hands grasped 
Bruchard’s head. Edith turned away in horror as Bruchard was torn in two. After Bruchard’s body fell to 
the grass in pieces, Oswin’s head contorted to turn straight back and pierce Edith with his black eyes.
 “Finally, just the two of us,” he mused as he began to step backwards with his head still facing 
Edith. His body twisted and cracked to regain the golden greathammer while his legs dragged heavily 
along the ground. In a defensive position, Archaisbane wavered in her trembling hands. Oswin’s puppet 
of a body was the first to attempt a strike in a one-sided encounter. For an agonizing length of time 
Edith deflected and dodged her mentor’s attacks. She could feel her endurance waning as she landed 
another non-lethal slash across Oswin’s cuirass. Black sludge erupted from the wound like all the 
others, as if his body lacked all humanoid fluids.
 Stagnance laughed from within their host, “too cowardly to strike down this body, I see, even 
with the relic Archaisbane.” 
 With a sudden burst of speed Oswin’s body rushed forwards, the extended arms cranking the 
hammer back. In a rush of emotion Edith swung up through the previous chest wound with a shout. At 
the same moment her blade sliced Oswin’s head, his greathammer shattered her side. The blow disarmed 
Edith and sent her flying into the wild grass below, wailing in pain. 
 Stagnance roared behind her, “ a fierce strike indeed, you have finally finished off Oswin. Perhaps 
you are not as cowardly as I thought you were” 
 Edith then screamed not in physical pain but instead in a searing pain of the heart at having 
struck down someone so close to her. A spout of ichor ripped Oswin’s head apart, revealing 
Stagnance’s hagfish-like face.
 “Freedom at last! I tire of this restricting skin,” the evil god sighed as the king’s elongated arms 
plunged themselves through the golden cuirass and began to peel away the likeness of Oswin. 
 Underneath was a river of black liquid that exited the King’s body like a broken dam. The 
twisting shapes squelched and moaned as a large, beastial shape rose into the air. Oswin’s skin lay in 
ribbons to the sides of the hulking form as Stagnance stood to their full height before Edith, flashing 
their endless eyes and fangs. 





 Edith’s fingers barely wrapped around the hilt of Archaisbane while her other hand clutched at 
her broken ribs. She could hear the mass of Stagnance pulling itself towards her and a rush of air as 
they lifted one of their behemoth fists into the air. They shouted in frustration as Edith rolled out of 
the way and regained her footing, using the momentum to let Archaisbane ring out. The vibrations of 
the weapon blasted a section of Stagnance’s dense forelimb apart. Edith noticed that the ichor on the 
ground shuddered, unable to rejoin its main source. Seeing an opportunity, she began to charge another 
slash until the shards of her ribcage sent a flash of pain through her. Doubling over left her open to 
Stagnance’s amorphous hand shoving her into a nearby tree trunk. After sliding back to the earth Edith 
saw the evil deity preparing to thrust their limb towards her again. As it came careening at her she swung 
Archaisbane in a downward arc, causing the limb to split down the center as the sword’s song scattered 
the ichor.
 “Ah, a familiar pain,” Stagnance growled, leaning on their unbroken arm. “Such a foul weapon my 
siblings made for me.”
 Edith gritted her teeth, “this blade will cut you down, fiend, and you shall see the void of Chaos 
once more!”
 A second wave of combat cascaded between the archaic being and the mortal human. Ichor 
began to boil and stutter as Archaisbane’s dreaded song separated the particles of Stagnance’s body 
until the blade was stained black. Fangs and heavy blows met Edith in her wounded state wreathing her 
body in her own blood. Black spots soon began to encroach on the edges of her vision, pulsing with 
the fatigued beating of her heart. Stagnance mocked Edith’s waning strength through their own rasping 
breaths.
 “Hubris until the very end,” Edith gasped out.
 “Indeed, but not mine,” Stagnance retorted as they choked Edith’s throat with sludge.
 Immobilized, asphyxiating, the blessed blade slipped from her grasp as the world turned dark.

 Edith gazed at her own, unscathed visage fragmented across a crystalline surface. Chaos gaped 
silently around her and the cloaked figure of Death. The diety’s crystal head pulled back as they gently 
stretched a bluish hand out towards her. Their abyssal cloak had been pulled away by their opposite hand 
to reveal that portal once more, the threshold of mortality.
She frowned, “I can’t. I am not finished.”
 Death continued to offer a guiding hand, eternally patient. 
  “I refuse!” Edith looked desperately at where this creature would have had eyes, but she was only 
met with reflections of herself. Upon attempting escape, she found that she was grounded to her mortal 
body laid out flat in the unforgiving dark. Edith looked down at the ichor seeping slowly from all places in 
her head, her mortal eyes glazed over. 
 “I refuse,” she wept over her corpse. “You will not have me yet, Death,” she cried as she began to 
heave her lifeless body up. 
 Death looked above her suddenly, and pulled their hand away to place it over their chest. “Light…
and Dark,” they whispered as they bowed in a shocked reverence to some other force within the space–a 
strange light that cast a stranger shadow. 
 Edith’s material form, no longer heavy, drifted in front of her. A warm, golden light gleamed upon 
her mortal form as her ethereal body cast the shadow of her silhouette against her own torso. She turned 
slowly to gaze upon the source of such wonder, and two beings stood over her: A towering, centipedal 
creature with sparkling compound eyes and great bat-like wings whose many limbs were folded across 
their body. Next to that dark presence was a serpentine being of blinding beauty, exuding warmth and 
bearing glittering feathers and scales. This creature, Light, smothered Edith’s hand with their warm digits 
and gazed fiercely into her face. When they pulled away, Dark then did the same with their own hands. 
  “Thy actions prove veneration, and shall be rewarded for this moment,”  they spoke in unison with 
otherworldly harmony. “Our boon we doth impart upon you, Edith,”

 
 
 Edith’s eyes snapped open suddenly, sending harsh beams of light at Stagnance. Squinting, the foul 
creature recoiled, withdrawing their essence from her body entirely. She picked up Archaisbane effortlessly 
with one hand, seeing that one half of the blade had brightened while the other grew shadowy. Edith bore 
witness to her own actions with bewilderment as her body moved on its own accord. The grass below 
her feet began to singe as a hot light emanated off of her. This light casted a long, stark shadow that 
began to move on its own, brandishing the silhouette of the sword towards the enemy. Upon recognizing 
the power of their eldest siblings, Stagnance’s many eyes widened as they cried out in terror. In a savage 
dance of dark and light, Edith cut through the cursed mass of sludge until Stagnance became nothing but 
scattered puddles crawling away like spiders. Having collapsed in exhaustion, Edith gazed up at a suddenly 
changing sky. A vaguely familiar, beautiful blue hue peeked through the heavy overcast. As the sun 
warmed her body, Edith smiled and fell into sleep.





 I do not know how long I slept after that fateful conflict. Upon awakening, I was told that I 
was rescued by the surviving soldiers of Oswin. Stagnance’s curse had been broken when the powers 
of Dark and Light swallowed their wretched form, and so they brought me back–back to the acropolis 
of Oswin’s followers where I had first discovered this atrocity. I asked immediately where the sword 
was–Archaisbane–and they asked “what sword?”. Evidently, it had been returned to Chaos along with 
Stagnance.
 I was named Savior-Queen as soon as I could hobble down the aisle of the throne room to be 
coronated. The room I spent bedridden in was the chambers of King Oswin…It still leaves my heart damp 
and cold to know this. I admit that it feels wrong to be named a leader, I do not feel as if I attained the 
throne in a legitimate manner. It is with great shame that I give form to this sentiment, for I am supposed 
to be wholly happy. I am, of course–but only so much.
 A cane has become my fifth limb as I find my strength to be drained–apparently sent back to Chaos 
as well. My hands quiver to no end, my limbs can never be as strong as they once were, even my skin is 
permanently wan. I often think of all the warnings of consequence that came with Archaisbane, however, 
I would have it no other way. It bothers me not to know that pain to be my spouse and a shortened life is 
to be my fate. 
 As even writing becomes an arduous task, these words will perhaps be my last to inscribe onto 
paper. I only knew the world as it was truly meant to be for a fleeting yet beautiful moment. Perhaps I can 
witness the bright future to come with the Saints of Yonder in Chaos.

Champion of the Archaic Pantheon, Wielder of Archaisbane, Savior-Queen-Saint Edith.






